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Abstract
Based on Stigler’s (1951) conjecture, this article reproves the Smith theorem (the division of labor is limited by the
extent of the market), via a framework of perfect competitive market, consequently offering a solution to Smith’s
dilemma which usually refers to the incompatibility between the Smith theorem and the theory of competitive price.
Keywords: Smith’s dilemma, Functions of the firm, Division of labor, Extent of the market
1. Introduction
The Smith dilemma refers to the incompatibility between the Smith theorem (the division of labor is limited by the
extent of market) and the theory of competitive price. Stigler (1951) and Heal (1999) have mentioned that due to this
incompatibility, we face hard decision to use either theory. On one hand, according to Smith’s theorem, market growth
prompts further division of labor and specialization, giving rise to increasing returns to scale. Consequently, the firm’s
average cost will fall as the quantity of the output increases and its marginal cost curve is beneath the average cost curve.
On the other hand, from the theory of competitive price, we know firm is the price taker and the supply curve is its
marginal cost curve above the minimum average cost in the long-run. When the market price is less than the firm’s
minimum average cost, the firm will shutdown. With increasing returns, the firm’s marginal cost curve is beneath the
average cost curve, and we can’t develop a stable equilibrium, which means that we cannot use the price mechanism to
allocate the resources in a competitive market anymore. What’s more, we can also try to understand this incompatibility
from other aspects. When the market price is high enough, a firm with increasing returns will enlarge its profit by
increasing the output. Eventually, perfect competition cannot be sustained, which also illustrate the incompatibility
between increasing returns to scale and perfect competition. As Stigler (1951) said,
“And here was the dilemma: either the division of labor is limited by the extent of market, and,
characteristically, industries are monopolized; or industries are characteristically competitive, and the
Theorem is false or of little significance. There were and are plenty of important competitive industries; yet
Smith’s argument that Highlanders would be more efficient if each did not have to do his own baking and
brewing also seems convincing and capable of wide generalization.”
After Adam Smith, many his successors have attempted to solve this dilemma, such as Ricardo (1817), Senior (1836), J.
S. Mill (1948), Marshall (1920) and Allyn Young (1928). However, none of them have really provided a solution to it.
Stigler (1951) proposes the theory of the functions of a firm which presents us a feasible approach to incorporate the
Smith Theorem into competitive price theory. He argues that firms consist of different functional sectors and each sector
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is with different cost structures from the others. Particularly, one sector may decrease its cost as the production expands
while another is with increasing cost. When the extent of market is too small to support the functional sector with
increasing returns departing from its firm and specializing its production, all sectors will produce within an integrated
firm. However, with the increase of market demand, the functional sector with increasing returns would be spun off and
become a newly independent supplier of the original firm to specialize its production (Note 1). The price charged by the
newly specialized firm will not be higher than the average cost of intermediate goods produced by the functional sector
with increasing returns prior to the disintegration, otherwise, the original firm would not accept it and prefer to
producing by itself. At first there would be monopoly in the new specialized industry, but with continued market growth,
more new specialized firm will enter, eventually, leading to more competition.
Perry (1989) questions the way Stigler defines “the specialization” and argues that besides economies of scale,
specialization would also mean diseconomies of scope across vertically related production sectors. Another issue is that
Stigler doesn’t point out the exact nature of the free entry equilibrium in the newly specialized industry, i.e. the price and
number of firms (Note 2).
Upon the arguments on Stigler’s proposition, we find the main reason is that Stigler doesn’t state a formal model. Indeed,
many authors try to model and empirically test Stigler’s idea. Perry and Groff (1988) have proposed a theoretical model
for Stigler’s (1951) studies via a framework of imperfect competition at the upstream industry, and found that when the
number of firms increases proportionally with the number of consumers, we can see the case of vertical disintegration.
There are three conceptual problems in their model. First, it does not show us the number of the endogenous upstream
firms. Meanwhile, since the model is proved under the assumption of imperfect competition, it does not solve the
Smith’s dilemma. Another paradox of the model pointed by Dufeu (2004) is the conflict between exclusion of partial
vertical integration and the assumption that downstream firms do not have the fixed cost, since upstream firms have the
incentives to produce small amount of the final goods with their own intermediate products while selling the rest of the
intermediate goods to the downstream firms. Dufeu (2004) improves Perry and Groff’s model, yet he still does not solve
the first two potential problems of the model.
Based on Salinger’s (1988) model, Elberfeld (2002) endogenizes the number of firms and confirms that market growth
prompts vertical disintegration when market entry is free. However, the choice of specialization or integration does not
depend on the different cost structures of the functional sectors within a firm, but the differences between the cost
functions of integrated firms and that of the specialized ones. Obviously, Elberfeld (2002) has strayed from Stigler’s
(1951) thought, since he does not analyze the issue from the aspect of the functions of a firm, but focusing on the
conditions for vertical integration and vertical disintegration.
Additionally, through distinguishing the general specialty from the localization specialty and comparing their cost
differences in case of specialization, Bresnahan and Gambardella(1998)demonstrates that the extent of the market
defined as the number of the downstream firms will lead to the rise of a vertically specialized firm producing general
specialty. Similarly, Zhou (2004) specializes different types of production technologies, and assumes that more
specialized technology is relatively subject to higher fixed cost and lower marginal cost, hence proving that
specialization will increase with the market growth. However, they also deviate Stigler’s proposition of the functions of
a firm. In addition, giving Cournot oligopoly as the assumption, their model doesn’t solve Smith’s dilemma.
Locay’s (1990) model of specialization is closer to represent Stigler’s idea. However, since there’s a conflict between his
setting of average cost pricing and the principle of marginal cost pricing under the theory of competitive price, Smith’s
dilemma has not really been solved.
Regard Smith’s dilemma, except Stigler’s (1951) conjecture, there are some other lines of studies existing. For example,
Dixit and Stiglitz (1977), within a monopolistic competition framework, develop the horizontal specialization (Note 3)
equilibrium by optimizing the trade-off between scale economies and product diversity, hereby providing an
approximation to Smith’s dilemma (Ng and Zhang, 2003). Instead, Yang (1991), under the assumption of indivisible
labor, develops the corner equilibrium by applying the infra-marginal analysis, hence circumventing the Smith dilemma
(Note 4). Meanwhile, Baumgardner (1988), Becker and Murphy (1992), and etc also assume that labor is indivisible.
Such kind of assumption will be helpful to analyze the individual professional specialization, but will lose its
effectiveness to analyze the specialization and division of the labor on the firm and industry level. However, as Young
(1928) and Stigler (1951) have clearly defined, the problem to be studied is the specialization and division of the labor of
the firm and industry, which is also the distinction of our studies from Yang’s (1991) (Note 5).
The core of Stigler’s proposition is to prove Smith theorem in a framework of perfect competition, to apply Smith
theorem to analyze the vertical integration and disintegration, and to view Smith theorem as a fundamental principle of
industrial organization. One point we need to stress is that Smith theorem only illustrates the extent of the market as the
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necessary condition of the division of labor, but not the sufficient condition. When we analyze the issues of vertical
integration and disintegration, we not only need to consider the extent of the market, but also need to take market
structure, regulations and transaction costs into account (Note 6). Therefore, Smith theorem and vertical disintegration
are two different issues, and shedding light on vertical disintegration does not mean to prove the Smith theorem. Yet if
we can control the other factors that may influence vertical disintegration, like market structure, regulations, transaction
costs and so on, focusing on the effect of the extent of market alone, then in the aspect of specialization and division of
the labor of industry, explaining the issue of vertical disintegration is equivalent to resolving Smith theorem.
Chen(2005)surveyed the vertical disintegration under a Cournot model. Many empirical studies also examined Smith
theorem, like Arora et.al (2009) and Duranton & Jayet(2011)and the vertical integration and disintegration, such as Nor
et al(2006), Malerba et al(2008), Desyllas(2009), li&Lu(2009) and so on..
Our article will follow the line of Stigler’s (1951) study, setting up a theoretical model and solving the problems
mentioned by Perry (1989), and try to provide a resolution to the Smith dilemma within a framework of perfect
competition. We also admit that our model bears resemblance to Ciliberto &Panzar(2011)’s model, however, in their
model, the demand for the intermediate goods is exogenous, and their focus is not to solve Smith dilemma. Section 2
demonstrates the theoretical model and analyzes the conditions of vertical integration and disintegration. Section 3
summarizes and concludes the paper.
2. The Model
Using partial equilibrium approach, we assume the aggregate demand function for an industry is
d
d
QFd  QFd ( p, e) , QF  0, QF  0
p
e

(1)

where p is the market price of the final goods and e is the extent of the market.

QFd
0
p

means that the quantity

d
demanded will decrease as p increases, namely, the aggregate demand curve slopes downwards. QF  0 means that

e

keeping p the same, quantity demanded will increase as e increases. In other words, aggregate demand curve will shift
up with an expansion of the extent of the market. Here, we define the extent of market as the aggregate demand for the
industry, and take the aggregate demand curve to represent the extent of market. We also assume the extent of market is
exogenous.
We assume that there are only two mechanisms allocating resources in this economy. One is the firm and the other is the
competitive market (Note 7). Here we define the firm as one mechanism allocating resource via orders. That is to say,
the firm will determine the quantity of inputs and outputs in different functional sectors via the orders. We define
competitive market as the other resource allocation approach via prices. Individuals in the market are the price takers,
enter the market with free, and satisfy the conditions of market clearing. Upon the decision to choose which mechanism
to allocate resources, we assume, if we can use competitive market, we will not use firm to allocate the resources. In
other words, only in case of failure via competitive market to allocate the resources can we turn to the firm. This failure
refers that there’s no such price to clear the market. According to Stigler (1951), a firm is composed of different
functional sectors (upstream and downstream sectors) with different cost structures. Upstream sector of the firm
produces intermediate good qI first, and then downstream sector of the firm produces final good qF . Production
functions for qI and qF are given by
q F  min  f  x F , q I 

(2)

qI  af  xI  , a  1

(3)

where xI is input x needed to produce intermediate good qI ; xF is the input x needed to produce final good qF . Within a
perfect competitive market, we set the price of input x as one. We also assume that f x  is a strictly quasi-concave
function with f x   0 . From the figure I, when x  xˆ ,

f x   0 ;

Otherwise, when x  xˆ ,

f  x   0 .

Let f 1  y   g  y  . a is

the parameter representing the technical difference between two sectors, and a  1 means that different sectors hold
different production technologies. The greater a is, the more difference they have in their production technology.
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One discussion we concern is whether the intermediate good qI is allocated via the firm or the market. Therefore, firstly
we will analyze the allocation taken within the firm, which is also the case of vertical integration, and then analyze the
allocation via the market, which is the case of vertical disintegration. Finally, we can develop the conditions of vertical
integration and vertical disintegration, hence proving the Smith theorem.
2.1. Vertical integration
A vertically integrated firm’s cost-minimization problem is
min xF  xI s.t.min  f  xF  , qI   qF .

(4)

x1 , x2

Solving for (4), we get the cost function of a vertically integrated firm as follows.
q 
C VI  qF   xF  xI  g  qF   g  F 
 a 

(5)

where the cost of the upstream sector producing immediate good is C I q  x  g  q I  and the cost of the downstream
 I I
 
 a 
sector producing final good is C F  qF   xF  g  qF  .
From the Characteristics of f  x  (see the proof in appendix), we know the average cost curves are all U-shaped for the
integrated firm and its functional sectors, which can be seen in figure II, where ACVI represents the average cost of the
vertically integrated firm,

AC I is

the average cost of the upstream sector and AC F is the average cost of the downstream

sector.
In addition, when marginal cost equals the average cost, we get the minimum average cost. From figure II, we can see,
q I** is the optimum produced by the upstream sector at the minimum average cost, therefore we have
AC I  qI**  

1  qI** 
1  qI** 
**
I
g
  MC  qI   g  

**
qI  a 
a  a 

(6)

When qI  q**I , the average cost of the upstream sector reduces as the quantity of immediate goods increases. This
process is with increasing returns to scale. When qI  q**I , the average cost of the upstream sector increases as the quantity
of immediate goods increases, which shows decreasing returns to scale.
The downstream sector’s the minimum average cost is subject to an output level of qF** , hence satisfying
AC F  qF**  

g  qF** 
qF**

 MC F  qF**   g   q**
F 

(7)

When qF  q**F , the average cost of the downstream sector reduces as the output of final goods increases, which satisfies
the principle of increasing returns. When qF  qF** , the average cost of the downstream sector increases as the output of
final goods increases, which demonstrates decreasing returns to scale.
From (6) and (7) we can get q**I  aqF** . Therefore, we have
AC I  qI**   AC I  aqF**  

1
1
g  qF**   AC F  qF**   ** g  qF** 
**
aqF
qF

(8)

which shows the minimum average cost of upstream sector is smaller than that of downstream sector. This conclusion
holds under the assumption of a  1 which means different sectors have different production technology.
The vertically integrated firm’s minimum average cost is subject to the output level of qF* , satisfying
Published by Sciedu Press
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 q* 
g  q F*   g  F 
*
 a   M C VI q *  g  q *  1 g   q F 
 q F*  




F 
F 
*
qF
a  a 

(9)

When qF  q*F , the average cost of the integrated firm reduces as the quantity of final goods increases. This process is
with increasing returns to scale. When qF  qF* , the average cost of the integrated firm increases as the quantity of final
goods increases. This process holds the principle of decreasing returns.
When the quantity of final goods is q   q**F , qI**  , then the upstream sector is with increasing returns while the
downstream sector is with decreasing returns. This is similar to what Stigler(1951) describes that one functional sector
has decreasing-cost and the other has increasing-cost. It also satisfies Perry’s (1989) arguments about specialization,
namely economies of scales as well as diseconomies of scope across vertically related sectors. Vertical diseconomies of
scope in our paper is reflected by downstream sector with decreasing returns when q  qF** .
Vertically integrated firm is the price taker in the competitive market, maximizing its profit as follows,

max  VI  pqF  C VI  qF  s.t. VI  0

(10)

q F 

Then we get the inverse supply function of the integrated firm, which is the marginal cost curve where the price is higher
than minimum average cost, as follows,

p  MC VI  qF   g   qF  

1  qF
g
a  a

 , q  q*
F
 F


(11)

The vertically integrated firm’s supply firm could be rewritten as the following,
VIs
, p  pF*  MC VI  qF* 
qVIs
F  qF ( p )

(12)

where qVIs
is the inverse function of MCVI   . Since MCVI   is a monotone function defined on  qF* ,   , MCVI  
F ()


exists the inverse function of qVIs
defined on  pF* ,   .
F ()


Suppose there are n identical integrated firms in an industry, and n is an integer larger than zero. Then the
aggregate supply curve of the entire industry is presented as QFVIs  nqVIs
, where p  p*F  MC VI  qF*  .
F ( p)
d
and p  pF*  MC VI  qF*  , we develop the market
Under the principle of market clearing as QFVIs  nqVIs
F ( p )  QF ( p , e )

free-entry equilibrium satisfying the following conditions:
d
*
d
, or (n  1)qVIs
(n  1)qVIs
F ( p )  QF ( p, e), p  pF
F ( p )  QF ( p , e), p  0

(13)

From the above, we know that the number of firms n in that industry is an equilibrium point. When the number of the
firms is less than n , attracted by high profit, new firm will enter while if the number of the firms is larger than n , we
have no such a price for a market clearing. Therefore, the equilibrium price, quantity of final goods, quantity of
intermediate goods and the number of the integrated firms are presented by  p, qF , qI , n  , satisfying marketing clearing
requirements and market free-entry conditions shown in (13). At equilibrium, integrated firm might gain profit, for
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potential newcomers can foresee negative profit in case of entry.
2.2 Vertical disintegration
Vertical disintegration refers that the upstream sector will separate from the integrated firm and become an independent
upstream firm producing the intermediate goods, and the original firm will become the downstream firm producing the
final goods.
We define the production function and the cost function of the upstream firm are
qI  af  xI  ,

a 1

(14)

q 
C I  qI   xI  g  I 
a

(15)

The production function of the downstream firm is

qF  min f xF , qI 

(16)

The downstream firm tries to minimize it cost subject to the output level of no less than qF , that is

min C VD  qF   xF  pI qI s.t.min  f  xF  , qI   qF

(17)

x1 , x2

where pI is the market price of the intermediate goods. Solving for (17), we get the cost function of the downstream
firm as follows,
C VD  qF   C F  qF   pI qF  g  qF   pI qF

(18)

We can derive the average cost and marginal cost of the downstream firm from (18) as follows.
AC VD  qF   AC F  qF   pI 

g  qF 
 pI
qF

(19)

MC VD  qF   MC F  qF   pI  g   qF   pI

(20)

Since both the upstream and downstream firms are price takers and can freely enter the market, downstream firm
maximizes the profit as the following.

max  VD  pqF  C VD  qF  s.t. VD  0.
q F 

(21)

Take (18) into (21) and solve for it, then we obtain the inverse supply function of the disintegrated downstream firm,

p  MCVD  qF   MC F  qF   pI  g   qF   pI , qF  qF**

(22)

Consequently, the supply curve of the downstream firms is

 

qVDs
 qVDs
 p-pI  , p  pF**  MC F qF**  pI
F
F

(23)

where qVDs
is the inverse function of MC F   .
F  
Simultaneously, the demand function of the intermediate goods for the downstream firms is
, p  pF**  MC F  qF**   pI
qId  qVDs
F ( p -p I )

(24)

If the number of downstream firms is n , then the aggregate supply function of the downstream industry is
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, p  pF**  MC F  qF**   pI
QFVDs  nqVDs
F ( p -p I )

(25)

The aggregate demand function of the intermediate goods for the downstream industry is
F
**
, p  p**
QId  nqId  nqVDs
F ( p -pI )
F  MC  qF   pI

(26)

An upstream firm maximizes the profit as follows.

max  I  pI qI  C I  qI  s.t. I  0

(27)

qI 

Take (15) into (27) and solve for it, hence we obtain the inverse supply function of the upstream firm as follows.
pI  MC I  qI  

1  qI  , q  q**
g 
I
I
a  a

(28)

The supply function of the upstream firm is
qIs  qIs  pI  , pI  pI**  MC I  qI** 

(29)

where qIs   is the inverse function of MC I   .
Suppose that the number of identical firms is m in the upstream industry, and m is an integer larger than zero, then the
aggregate supply function of the entire upstream industry is

 

**
I
**
QIs  mqIs  pI  , pI  pI  MC qI

(30)

Market clearing in both the downstream and upstream industries satisfies the conditions respectively:
d
, p  pF**  MC F  qF**   pI
QFVDs  nqVDs
F ( p -pI )  QF ( p, e)

(31)

, pI  pI**  MC I  qI** 
QIs  mqIs  pI   QId  nqVDs
F ( p -pI )

(32)

The downstream firms’ market free-entry equilibrium satisfies
d
, or
( n  1) qVDs
F ( p -p I )  QF ( p , e ), p  0
d
**
F
**
(n  1)qVDs
F ( p )  QF ( p, e), p  pF  MC  qF   pI

(33)

The upstream firms’ market free-entry equilibrium satisfies
, or
( m  1)qIs  pI   nqVDs
F ( p -pI ), pI
**
I
**
(m  1)qIs  pI   nqVDs
F ( p -pI ), pI  pI  MC  qI 

(34)

Therefore, the equilibrium prices and quantities of the final goods and intermediate goods as well as the equilibrium
number of the upstream and downstream firms are presented by  p , p I , qF , qI , m , n  respectively, satisfying marketing
clearing requirements and market free-entry conditions of both upstream and downstream firms. Here we develop the
exact nature of the free entry equilibrium in the case of vertical disintegration, i.e. the equilibrium prices and quantities
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of the final goods and intermediate goods as well as the equilibrium number of the upstream and downstream firms,
resolving the second problem of Stigler’s study questioned by Perry (1989). In addition, similar to the case of vertical
integration, at the equilibrium point, both upstream and downstream firms might gain profit, for potential newcomers
can foresee negative profit in case of entry.
2.3 Conditions of Vertical integration and disintegration
The difference between vertical integration and disintegration depends on whether intermediate goods are allocated via
the market or within the firm. As we have assumed previously, as long as we can use competitive market, we will not
use firm to allocate the resources. That is to say, in the case of vertical disintegration, if there are no prices of the
intermediate goods and final goods  p I , p  to clear the upstream and downstream markets, intermediate goods will be
allocated within the firm, which is also the condition of vertical integration.
Combining the market clearing conditions of the downstream and upstream industry shown in (31) and (32) in the case
of vertical disintegration, we develop the following expression:
d
mqIs  pI   nqVDs
F ( p -pI )  QF ( p , e)

p  pF**  MC F  qF**   pI ,

pI  pI**  MC I  qI** 

(35)

Let p*  MC F  qF**   pI**  MC F  qF**   MC I  qI**  , which means both prices of the intermediate goods and final goods are
equal to their minimum average cost. Obviously when QFd ( p* , e)  qIs  pI**   qI** , we do not have an equilibrium within a
framework of perfect competition. In other words, when the prices equal the minimum average costs and the extent of
market e is small enough, the aggregate demand of the final goods QFd ( p* , e) is below the minimum amount needed
for the vertical disintegration, qI** . Consequently, the upstream sector and downstream sector will produce in one
integrated firm.
On the contrary, when QFd ( p* , e)  qI** , we can develop equilibrium of vertical disintegration within a framework of
perfect competition. In other words, when the prices equal the minimum average costs and the extent of market e is
large enough, the aggregate demand of the final goods QFd ( p* , e) is above the minimum amount needed for the vertical
disintegration, q**I . Consequently, the upstream sector will separate from the integrated firm and become an independent
upstream firm, vertical disintegration taking place.
d
Since we have proved the market clearing conditions as QFVIs  nqVIs
F ( p )  QF ( p, e)

and

p  pF*  MC VI  qF*  ,

*
* , there is no market equilibrium. When the prices equal the minimum average costs and the
when QFd ( pF* , e)  qVIs
F  pF   qF

extent of market e is too small, the aggregate demand of the final goods QFd ( pF* , e) will be smaller than the break
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point qF* at which the integrated firm prefers to shutdown. Therefore, the integrated firm will only produce
when QFd ( pF* , e)  qF* .
Summing up, if we define the division of labor and specialization as vertical disintegration, then we can prove Smith
theorem within a perfect competition framework.
SMITH THEOREM. Given the production functions of (2), (3), and the aggregate demand function of the industry (1),
when the extent of market e is small enough to make QFd ( pF* , e)  qF* and QFd ( p* , e)  qI** hold, intermediate goods will
be produced within the vertically integrated firm. However, when the extent of market e is so large
that QFd ( p* , e)  qI** holds, upstream sector will depart from the original firm, leading to vertical disintegration. In one
word, the division of labor and specialization (or vertical disintegration) is limited by the extent of market.
Additionally, through a simple analysis, we can get another proposition from our theoretical model.
PROPOSITION 1. Given the production functions of (2), (3), and the aggregate demand function of the industry (1),the
greater is the technical difference between intermediate goods and final goods a , the greater extent of market e is

required for specialization (vertical disintegration). On the contrary, the smaller is the technical difference between
intermediate goods and final goods a , the smaller extent of market

e

is needed for specialization (vertical

disintegration).
Proof. According to the Smith theorem, the condition of specialization (or vertical disintegration) is QFd ( p* , e)  qI** .
Taking

qI**  aqF**

into

the

above

inequality,

we

obtain, QFd ( p* , e)  aqF** ,

where

q F**

satisfies

(7),

namely, g  q**F   q**F g   q**F  . Since the industry’s aggregate demand is the increasing function of e , with a larger a , we
need a greater e to take vertical disintegration. QED
This proposition illustrates that vertical disintegration not only depends on e , the extent of the market, but also a , the
technical difference between the upstream and downstream sectors. The greater is the technical difference among
different functional sectors, the more difficult it is to take vertical disintegration. On the contrary, the smaller is the
technical difference, the more likely we make vertical disintegration.
3. Conclusion

Based on Stigler’s (1951) conjecture, through a theoretical model, this article reproves the Smith theorem (the division
of labor is limited by the extent of the market), via a framework of perfect competitive market, therefore resolving the
Smith dilemma. Meanwhile, we develop the exact nature of equilibriums in the case of vertical integration and
disintegration respectively, i.e. the equilibrium quantities and prices of the intermediate and final goods as well as the
equilibrium number of the firms in an industry, solving the problems questioned by Perry (1989). Additionally, our
finding also shows that the different technology levels in different production sectors will also hamper the specialization
(or vertical disintegration) of the industry.
We follow Stigler’s (1951) study, considering Smith theorem as the fundamental principle of industrial organization.
Consequently, we can apply Smith theorem to solve the potential issues (1) related to vertical integration and
disintegration (2) related to the division of labor and specialization (3) related to the study of economic growth and
fluctuation.
Our limitation is that we do not take the transaction costs explicitly (Note 8) into the analysis process, but only choose
two alternative mechanisms allocating resources, namely the firm and market, to analyze the problem, though we admit
that transaction cost is a very important factor to determine the case of vertical integration and disintegration. Finally,
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our definition of the firm is too simplistic.
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Notes

Note 1. Here we assume that the functional sector with increasing returns is the upstream sector producing intermediate
goods.
Note 2. Of course, we also need to include the equilibrium quantity produced by the newly specialized firm, although
Perry (1989) does not explicitly mention it.
Note 3. One significant distinction between the study of Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) and that of Stigler (1951) is that the
former analyze from the aspect of horizontal specialization and the latter focuses on vertical specialization.
Note 4. Circumventing the Smith dilemma means that the decision of specialization is not based on the marginal cost
pricing within a framework of perfect competitive market.
Note 5. Particularly, Yang (1991) studies the specialization of the individuals, however, in this paper, we focus on the
division of labor and specialization of the firm and industry. See Yang and Ng (1998).
Note 6. Stigler (1951) summarizes, failure of the price mechanism is the most important among other factors in the study
of vertical integration or firm boundary, however, After Coase (1937), many representative economists like Willianmson
(1975, 1985), Klein, Crawford & Alchian (1978), Grossman & Hart(1986), Hart & Moore(1990) and Hart & Holmsrom
(2010) ignore Smith Theorem. In this paper, we only concentrate on proving Smith Theorem, therefore not taking
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transaction costs into analytical framework, but that would be a new direction of research.
Note 7. We follow Coase’s (1937) idea, viewing the firm and market as two mechanisms allocating resources.
Note 8. The reason we say that the transaction cost is not “explicitly” mentioned in the analysis, is that when we define
the firm as a resource allocation mechanism via order, we have simultaneously assumed the existence of transition cost
in the firm.
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Appendix

From (5), we can derive the average cost and marginal cost function of the integrated firm,
q 
g  qF   g  F 
 a 
AC  qF  
qF

(36)

VI

MC VI  qF   g   qF  

1  qF 
g  
a  a 

(37)

As we know C I  q   x  g  qI  , we can develop the average cost and marginal cost functions of the upstream sector,
I
I
 
a
AC I  qI  

1  qI 
g 
qI  a 

(38)

MC I  qI  

1  qI 
g 
a a 

(39)

From C F  qF   xF  g  qF  , we can derive the average cost and marginal cost function of the downstream sector as
follows,
AC F  qF  

g  qF 
qF

(40)

MC F  qF   g   qF 

(41)

Then we can obtain
CVI  q   C F  q   C I  q 

(42)

ACVI  q  ACF  q  ACI  q

(43)

MC VI  q   MC F  q   MC I  q 

(44)

From g  y   f 1  y  , we get f ( g ( y ))  y ,hence f ( x) g   y   1 , where x  g  y  . Therefore, we have g   y  

1
f ( x)

and g   y    f ( x) .
2
 f ( x)
Since f  x   0 ,we have g   y   0 . Also when x  xˆ , we get f  x   0 , while when x  xˆ , f  x   0 . Consequently,
when y  yˆ , we have g   y   0 and when y  yˆ , g   y   0 , where yˆ  f  xˆ  .
Based on (39), we calculate the partial derivative with respect to

qI ,

dMC I  qI  1
q 
 2 g   I 
dqI
a
a

(45)

I
From g  y   f 1  y  , we know that when qI  yˆ , dMC  qI   1 g   qI

a
dqI
a2  a

sector will decrease with an increase in

30

qI ;

,

0


which means the marginal cost of the upstream

I
when qI  yˆ , dMC  qI   1 g   qI

a
dqI
a2  a

,

0


which means the marginal cost of the
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upstream sector will increase as qI increases. Therefore, the marginal cost curve of the upstream sector is U-shaped
with its minimum point subject to the output level of qˆI  ayˆ .
Based on (41), we calculate the partial derivative with respect to qF ,
dMC F  qF 
dqF

(46)

 g   qF 

F
Also from g  y   f 1  y  , we know that when qF  yˆ , dMC  qF   g   q   0 , which means the marginal cost of the
F

dqF

downstream sector will decrease with the output growth; when qF  yˆ , dMC  qF   g   q   0 , which means the
F
dqF
F

marginal cost of the downstream sector will increase as output expands. Therefore, the marginal cost curve of the
downstream sector is also U-shaped with its minimum point subject to the output level of qˆ F  yˆ .
Based on (44) MCVI  q   MC F  q   MC I  q  , we calculate the partial derivative with respect to q ,
dMC VI  q  dMC F  q  dMC I  q 
1 q


 g   q   2 g   
dq
dq
dq
a
a

(47)

dMCVI  q 
1 q
When q  yˆ ,and q  yˆ ,we have g   q   0 , 1 g   q   0 ,and hence
 g   q   2 g     0 .


2
dq
a
a
a
a
a
VI
When q  ayˆ ,and q  yˆ ,we have g   q   0 , 1 g   q   0 , and hence dMC  q   g   q   1 g   q   0 .
 
 
dq
a2  a 
a2  a 
VI
We assume that dMC  q  is monotone continuous function, then there exists such q̂ that lies in yˆ  qˆ  ayˆ and
dq

satisfies dMC  qˆ   g   qˆ   1 g   qˆ   0 .
 
dq
a2  a 
VI

VI
VI
When q  qˆ , dMC  q   g   q   1 g   q   0 and when q  qˆ , dMC  q   g   q   1 g   q   0 . Therefore, the
 
 
2
dq
a2  a 
dq
a
a
marginal cost curve of the integrated firm is also U-shaped with its minimum point subject to the output level of q̂ .

Due to the relations between marginal cost and average cost, we can also derive the U-shaped average cost curves of the
integrated firm and its upstream and downstream sectors.
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